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Planetshakers
In Hebrews 10:38, the Bible teaches us that the righteous will live by faith. But fear is
a faith killer. In this lesson, kids learn how to take fear down once and for all. The
four lessons include: fear, power, love, and self-discipline. Fear Factory is a four-week
curriculum designed for children ages 6 to 12. The 4-disc pack includes Raw files and is
presented in DVD, PowerPoint, and Hotkey format, featuring video preaching, object
lessons, memory verses, illusions, bonus features, music clips, animations, training
clips, notes, and quizzes. Kids will learn how to remain confident and bold when fear
comes knocking.
Kids Toybox dives into kids' imaginations and connects with toys that are a part of their
world. Using toys as modern-day parables, the toybox becomes a teaching tool for
children. Four toys are included in the four lessons: the YoYo, the Jigsaw Puzzle,
Building Blocks, and Virtual Pet. Toybox is a four-week curriculum designed for children
ages 6 to 12. The 4-disc pack includes Raw files and is presented in DVD, PowerPoint, and
Hotkey format, featuring video preaching, object lessons, memory verses, illusions, bonus
features, music clips, animations, training clips, notes, and quizzes. With the toybox,
children learn about and explore the incredible love of God.
Australian Pentecostal and Charismatic MovementsArguments from the MarginsBRILL
Taking the beauty of Jesus out of our church buildings and into the world Church
buildings are important. They give us a place where we can gather, but ultimately they’re
just buildings. They’re not the real church. We are. Our impact shouldn’t end when we
walk out the doors of the church. That is the moment that it should begin. Christianity
to Go shows you how to let God transform your life into something so beautiful you can’t
help but attract people, inspiring you to go out into the world and shine. God wants to
point to us and say, “Look what I’ve done with him, with her, and with them! I’ve
restored them. No, they aren’t perfect yet, but someday they will be. Look at their
beauty! I’m so proud they’re Mine!” Jesus makes us beautiful by clothing us with love,
joy, and spiritual strength. Get up and leave the building. People are waiting for you to
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show them your beauty because your beauty points them to Jesus.
Planetshakers - My King
63 Days to a Better You!
30 Powerful Worship Songs from Today's Top Artists
The urgent case for Jesus in our world
What we can do to redefine Australia's future
Inexplicable
Generation Z
Just Chill Finding God’s Peace in Every Day Circumstances By: Ace McKay “Ace is one of the great radio guys I’ve had the honor to know
in my career. No Matter what station I’ve seen him at God has used Him in major ways and I love seeing a fellow Bama boy serving the Lord
in this way.” Mac Powell from Third Day As Christians, we strive to enter each day of life and search for teachable moments. Many of the
lessons learned come from the School of Hard Knocks. Just Chill is a lesson in when you do not learn from the educational moments life
provides. Ace McKay places his own experiences and lessons he’s learned on paper in this book. He creates a tangible extension of his
daily radio show where he shares these parts of his life with listeners. He is convinced that if we continue to learn to be who we are in Christ,
then we will find true love, deeper freedom, and vibrant joy. It is McKay’s hope that through his willingness to be honest, open, and
vulnerable within the pages of Just Chill, readers will gain a new filter to change the way they see life. And change their lives for the better.
Set during the reign of the Roman Emperor Trajan, the wife of the Great Chief from the Dawn Clan, one of the Hun tribes, is dying of a rare
disease. Prince Ruga and his best friend Alp, a shoemaker, are tasked by the Clan's Healer to go on a dangerous journey to find the cure on
Mount Destiny. Guided by a mysterious man who appears to him in his dreams, Alp the shoemaker, comes to believe in the power of the
Master Healer. Who is this mysterious man and will his friend Prince Ruga believe him?
Go deeper into God's Word and learn how the story of Jesus is woven into the holidays of Christmas and Easter. The four lessons are split
into two weeks on Easter and two on Christmas, and include Palm Sunday, Easter Sunday, God's Promise, and the Birth of Jesus. Holidays
is a four-week curriculum designed for children ages 6 to 12. The 4-disc pack includes Raw files and is presented in DVD, PowerPoint, and
Hotkey format, featuring video preaching, object lessons, memory verses, illusions, bonus features, music clips, animations, training clips,
notes, and quizzes. Children will learn about the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ and His free gift of salvation for everyone.
In this book, Russell Evans explores the fire of God — what feeds it, what causes it to spread, and what can quench it in our lives. Through
engaging stories and testimonials, Russell shares valuable insights and strategies that will help every Christian to keep their hearts burning
strong with spiritual fire, regardless of the season or life circumstances they may be facing. Unlike natural bushfires that destroy, you will
learn that the fire of God purifies, strengthens, equips, and empowers us to live a fulfilled and fruitful life focused on His Kingdom and eternal
rewards. This is a fire that grows in intensity as we pursue deeper relationship with Jesus and has the potential to explode into an
unstoppable firestorm when combined with the fires of other passionate believers! You will be challenged and blessed by this timely
revelation!
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Trademarks
How to Say "No" When You Want to Say "Yes"
Free to a Good Home
Born for the Storm
Global Renewal Christianity
GenerationS Volume 1: How to Grow Your Church Younger and Stronger. The Story of the Kids Who Built a World-Class Church
2 Lessons on Easter, 2 on Christmas!

After shaking up America with their exciting Open Up the Gates tour, these Aussies
continue to rock youth worship with their second release, featuring their signature highenergy sound combined with a passionate, youth-empowering message. Songs are arranged for
medium voice range and include Worship Team/Keyboard parts, chord charts and lyric
masters for a complete worship experience. Songs: All I Want Is You * Be with You *
Everything to Me * Give You Praise * Hero * How I Love You * I Believe * My King * Open
Up the Gates * Rescue Me * Worship the King * You Are Holy.
The answer to your need is locked in prayer. While prayer has not been a “hot” topic for
many Christians, it is the most substantive course one could ever enroll in. I haven’t
met a person who didn’t want to be better. I haven’t spoken to an individual who didn’t
want to have the best job and the best spouse, attend the best school, and experience the
best life. But in our attempt to have the best, we often look to people to give us what
only prayer can give. We look for things that can only be received via spiritual
transfer. What we really need is prayer. Pastor John Hannah shares insights on how prayer
is the most under-utilized tool in the treasure chest of Christianity, and it is a MUST
HAVE. Just Pray explores the call, the seat, and the warfare of prayer. When you finish
this book, not only will you have practical tools to improve your prayer life, but also
an encyclopedia of benefits that will help you to experience your best life now. This
book will show you how to deepen and intensify your prayer life and gain wisdom on how to
access heaven on Earth in powerful and yet practical ways.
Most people visit a church for the first time either by invitation or reputation. Many
books have been written on the subject of personal evangelism and the importance of being
a bringer. This book however, explores the power of reputation—specifically, God’s
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reputation as upheld and reflected in a church’s culture. Based on the story of the Queen
of Sheba’s visit to King Solomon and how her initial encounter with his kingdom left her
breathless and astounded, this book explores the profound effect a church’s culture can
have on the heart of a seeker as they pursue rumours of King Jesus and His Kingdom. It
warns that Kingdom-culture doesn’t happen by chance, but only as every member of the
King’s household lays down their own comfortable and familiar culture to surrender
instead to the common culture of Heaven. This book has been written to inspire every
Christian to vigilantly uphold Heaven’s culture when living, loving and serving in the
Fathers House— their local church. It implores us all not to waste another minute in
engaging our God-given gifts and talents to create Heaven on Earth so that the Kingdom of
God might be revealed in all of its glory to a world that is in desperate need of its
wisdom, power and atmosphere. Only then, having tasted Heaven, will lost people truly
desire to seek out this Kingdom’s magnificent King!
Russell Evans writes, our relationship with God was restored with honor, and honor is the
system God has built for blessing our relationships with Him and others. Honor affects
every part of your life your family, your job, your finances, and your church life. In
fact, it affects everything. God has a great deal more for us than the narrow slice of
life so many of us experience more abilities, blessings, and inheritance. He wants us to
experience heaven on earth to live life and to live it abundantly. He wants you to
operate in your gifts and abilities, but honor is the key that releases these things in
your life. Honor is the foundation of the kingdom of God, and it unlocks the
possibilities of heaven.
Shutting the Fear Factory Down!
Live Praise And Worship
Jesus Over Everything
Planetshakers Kids Holidays
Contesting Authority and Authenticity After the New Media Turn
How Do You Develop a Thriving Relationship with God?
Has the Luck Run Out?
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How do we help our congregations navigate the journey of worshipping in a multicultural context? Innovative worship
leader Sandra Van Opstal gives leaders and churches guidance, providing biblical foundations for multiethnic worship
and practical tools for planning services that reflect God's invitation for all peoples to praise him.
This timely book offers a panoramic overview of the enduring significance of religion in modern Australian society.
Applying sociological perspectives and contemporary theories of religion in society, it challenges conventional
assumptions around the extent of secularisation in Australia and instead argues that religious institutions, groups, and
individuals have proved remarkably adaptable to social change and continue to play a major role in Australian life. In
doing so, it explores how religion intersects with a wide range of other contemporary issues, including politics, race,
migration, gender, and new media. Religion and Change in Australia explores Australia’s unique history regarding
religion. Christianity was originally imported as a tool of social control to keep convicts, settlers, and Australian Aboriginal
peoples in check. This had a profound impact on the social memory of the nation, and lingering resentment towards the
"excessive" presence of religion continues to be felt today. Freedom of religion was enshrined in Section 116 of the
Australian Constitution in 1901. Nevertheless, the White Australia Policy effectively prevented adherents of non-Christian
faiths from migrating to Australia and the nation remained overwhelmingly Christian. However, after WWII, Australia, in
common with other western societies, appears to have become increasingly secularised, as religious observance
declined dramatically. However, Religion and Change in Australia employs a range of social theories to challenge this
securalist view and argues that Australia is a post-secular society. The 2016 census revealed that over half of the
population still identify as Christian. In politics, the socially conservative religious right has come to exert considerable
influence on the ruling Liberal-National Coalition, particularly under John Howard and Scott Morrison. New technologies,
such as the Internet and social media, have provided new avenues for religious expression and proselytisation whilst socalled "megachurches" have been built to cater to their increasing congregations. The adoption of multiculturalism and
increased immigration from Asia has led to a religiously pluralist society, though this has often been controversial. In
particular, the position of Islam in Australia has been the subject of fierce debate, and Islamophobic attitudes remain
common. Atheism, non-belief, and alternative spiritualities have also become increasingly widespread, especially
amongst the young. Religion and Change in Australia analyses these developments to offer new perspectives on religion
and its continued relevance within Australian society. This book is therefore a vital resource for students, academics, and
general readers seeking to understand contemporary debates surrounding religion and secularisation in Australia.
From his own experience of pursuing God's presence and encountering Him, Andy offers an invitation to step beyond just
knowing about God, to really knowing Him by experience, and being used by Him to impact others. His thought-provoking
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insights from the Bible, along with personal stories of discovering God will inspire you to live a life of uncompromising
worship in an increasingly secular world. In a unique and relatable format, 'Jesus Over Everything,' has been written to
correspond with one of 'planetboom Music's' releases, also by the same name. Each chapter, sharing its title with one of
the tracks, is an explanation on how to live out the message behind the song. Discover how:To know God personally on
a deeper levelTo live with Jesus as the Lord of your lifeRun to God with your issues, instead of running from HimPraising
God is a major key in your lifeTo put Jesus over everything in your lifeTake your faith to new levels
GENERATION Z is called and equipped to rise above the global storm we are experiencing and initiate the greatest
awakening our world has ever seen. They are ready. They are willing. They are born for the storm. Generation Z is
officially the largest generation in the world today. They are creative, driven, entrepreneurial, and technologically
advanced. Generation Z comes of age in an unique time. This generation is surrounded by turbulence: a global
pandemic, racial tensions, political upheaval, economic unrest, and social tensions not experienced by previous
generations. They live in a tumultuous life-sea where the waves are high, the winds are strong, the intensity is unceasing,
and the challenges feel insurmountable. This new generation, born between 1997 and 2012, has never witnessed a calm
sea. Social harmony, economic stability, physical tranquility, and domestic peace have all been very distant during this
period. While those from earlier generations are often disturbed by it all, Generation Z considers these storms a part of
their existence. They are survivors, and they are being equipped by God for maximum kingdom impact during a time
when the world needs them the most. Generation Z: Born for the Storm is written as a book of hope for this new
generation. It examines the environment surrounding Gen Z and tries to understand who they are. It also looks at the
unique qualities God is forming in Gen Z believers. The book inspirationally describes qualities already emerging and
predicts qualities that will emerge as Gen Zers take their place of leadership in the world. Each chapter focuses on a
person or persons from the Bible whose names begin with “Z” and who embody qualities God is forming in this new
generation. This is not an exhaustive volume on Gen Z. It is simply a snapshot in time connected to the timeless truths of
Scripture that will help us reflect upon, respond to, and empower the most important generation to ever live. Their
potential is beyond description. Gen Z will take the negative circumstances they have been given and, by God’s grace,
turn them into positives. Generation Z is ready. God is equipping. The Holy Spirit is moving. The world is waiting. The
winds are blowing, and the waves are roaring. Spiritual history is going to be made because Generation Z is born for the
storm.
NRB
Acceleration Part One: Fire
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Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Just Chill
You Can't Share the Good News Until You Are the Good News. Church Doesn't Start Until You Leave the Building.
The Trap
Learning About Faith in the Toybox
-- Author is based in Bloomington, IN -- The author was International Studies Research Fellow in
a project called Lived Religion in the Digital Age. For half of this study, he spent five years
with a progressive religious community in Bloomington. He has knowledge of our local that can
have a global influence. His writing moves swiftly between narrating stories from his fieldwork
to outlining how these stories contributed to discoveries about religion in a booming digital
culture. -- This book stands out as the only that combines online observations and analyses of
online interaction with detailed observations of everyday evangelical life, focusing on a group
of Midwestern evangelicals and digital connoisseurs. Comparative titles with overlap don't go
beyond evangelical bloggers. -- The method behind the author's expertise is to look at media
within the cultural contexts of the human experience. This relates directly to a strategic
building opportunity from IUP's 2017 plan for the film and media list. -- Target audience
includes our film and media studies, religious studies, and anthropology lists. Midwesterners
interested in religion generally might pick this up.
The growth of Spirit-empowered Christianity has been nothing short of phenomenal. From a handful
of believers in the early twentieth century to a global movement today numbering over 600
million people in almost every culture and denomination, those who embrace the Holy Spirit and
His gifts are now the fastest growing religious group in the world. This book is an
authoritative collection from more than two dozen leaders in and scholars of the Spiritempowered movement in Asia and Oceania. Focusing on the future of the movement, these worldrenowned scholars address the theological and cultural challenges of the new century and share
emerging insights on how the next generation will face them.
A red-hot collection of today's top Christian artists, including: Above All (Michael W. Smith) *
All I Want Is You (Planetshakers) * Beautiful Savior (Casting Crowns) * Did You Feel the
Mountains Tremble? (Delirious?) * Enough (Jeremy Camp) * I'll Fly Away (Jars of Clay) * Lord, I
Lift Your Name on High (Sonicflood) * The Potter's Hand (Darlene Zschech) * We Fall Down (Steven
Curtis Chapman with Chris Tomlin) * You Are So Good to Me (Third Day) * and more.
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This is the story of the kids who built a world-class church — Heart of God Church started as a
divine experiment to build a prototype Youth Church. Now it has developed into a proof of
concept that Youths can build a STRONG CHURCH. GenerationS is a mindset-shifting, heart-changing
book that shows you how to raise up generations of young people in your church to build His
kingdom. After over 20 years, this youth church, operated by youths, for youths to reach youths,
still has an average age of 22. “I see a great struggle in the global churches in keeping the
young people… At Heart of God Church, things are different. After ministering in the biggest
churches and conferences all over the world, what I’ve witnessed at Heart of God Church is
unlike anything I have experienced before. What Heart of God Church has wonderfully modelled for
us all should not only be applauded and admired; it should also be reproduced everywhere.” –
JOHN BEVERE, International bestselling author The Bait of Satan, Co-Founder, Messenger
International “On my most recent visit, one of my band was so wowed by the environment of the
visual/video tech room – where he saw not just one operator at each station, but three... (This)
was so impressive – there was one operator, one trainer and one trainee. These were people in
their mid to high teens, some as young as 12 or 13... Considering the amount of responsibility a
video/visual team carries in a large service, and how much specialised technical skill there is
to learn... he was amazed. There was a beautiful trust being placed in these young people... and
ultimately it’s the Jesus model of discipleship.” – MATT REDMAN, Two-time Grammy Award winner,
singer-songwriter and worship leader Bonus #1: Contributors and ‘Inside Stories’ Read 1,000+
word contributions from 13 other contributing writers that provide an ‘inside look’ and 360º
view of HOGC. Director of Global Relations, a Westerner’s perspective on an Asian church Board
member in his 60s, on what older people do in a youth church Chief of Staff, on what goes on
inside the Senior Pastors’ Office Head of Global Partnerships, on what co-senior pastoring looks
like Bonus #2: Comes with Digital Companion Go beyond the chapters! Access 100+ bonus content
and interactive materials when you scan QR codes from within the book.
Pursue God
Christians
Taste and See That God Is Good!
Unlock a Limitless Life
Asia and Oceania Spirit-Empowered Movement: Past, Present, and Future
Planetshakers Kids Pastorchef
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How Christianity Spread to the Ends of the Earth
It isn't just a catchy name for a magazine, but a supernatural way of living that will become more real to you every day as
you journey through life in relationship with Jesus Christ, your Lord and Saviour.
The Truman Parable follows the example of Jesus by using a modern-day parable to communicate the truth. THE STORY…
Clark is intellectual, logical, and a hardened cynic. He has no time for superficial people that focus on feelings and
happiness. Clark lives his life according to the facts. But has he been deceived? Is the world that he lives in really as bleak
and grey as it seems? Is there no hope for a better future? Clark’s perception of life is deeply challenged as he struggles
with how to discern between truth and illusion. Through a riveting story and a biblical explanation, David reveals the
tragedy of a global deception that has millions of Christians living a life without a revelation of true spiritual authority. Get
ready for an explosive declaration of an exciting spiritual reality which can be yours TODAY! WHY CHRISTIANITY IS SO
MUCH MORE Have you ever felt like you were stuck in a world that is grey and boring? Do you struggle to see yourself as
a son or daughter of the living God? Many believers feel like there is something more to experience in their Christian
journey, and they are right. We have subtly drifted away from the truth of God’s original intention for mankind to walk in
spiritual authority. The good news is that Father has so much more in store for you. Imagine what it would be like to
experience a relationship of deep affection with God as a member of His family! David McCracken invites you to join him
on this journey of revelation and wonder as you discover your place in God’s kingdom. •Develop the spiritual authority
that is rightfully yours •Reclaim your divine inheritance •Grow in intimacy with your Father •Discover God’s original
purpose for humanity •Breakthrough from the mundane to the miraculous ENDORSEMENTS “What a glorious, creative
and triumphant work by our dear friend David McCracken! He has a rare ability to help us see the unseen, painting
pictures through words that become handles of hope to hold onto.” Darlene Zschech, Hope Unlimited Church “I
recommend this book to anyone who wants to break out of just ‘coping’ with life and step into the abundant life that Jesus
came to restore!” Russell Evans, Global Senior Pastor, Planetshakers “The entire parable is riveting reading and David’s
application is purely inspirational and transformative... you will read the Bible enriched, stand up empowered and start
‘seeing’ your life in brighter shades of brilliance after The Truman Parable!” DJ McPhail, Global Leader, Liberty Church
"In this powerful allegory, David shows the discovery of coming to the realisation that your “yesterday” was the illusion
and that biblical sonship is the truth. Rick Godwin, Summit Christian Center
Take two reality pills and call me in the morning. Swine Flu. Financial meltdown. It's been a bad year for pigs and pigs in
suits. The only thing for it is a good dose of Catherine Deveny, who each week in the Age puts everything into perspective
with her trademark iconoclastic wit. Free to a Good Home includes her thoughts on gifted children and breakfast
television, sexy billboards and the bill of rights. She reflects on her youngest child's first day at school, and on how to be
happy in hard times. Fearlessly funny and always provocative, Deveny is the perfect antidote to the modern world's ills.
Can anyone explain why I did this? I went to the chemist and bought this crap I put on my face to make me look younger. I
put the jar on the counter. The chemist girl said, 'Is this stuff any good?' I said, 'Yeah.' She said, 'Really?' I said, 'I'm sixty.'
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Eyes like saucers, mouth agape, she gasped, 'OH MY GOD! Sixty! Toula! Fatima! Kelly! Come and check out this old lady.
She's sixty!' So the other chemist girls scurried over and after a bit of oohing and aahing one said, 'Oh my God! Sixty? You
look like you're forty-five!' I'm forty. Chemist girls, one. Smart-arse, zero.
In Dreams of Flight, Fran Martin explores how young Chinese women negotiate competing pressures on their identity
while studying abroad. On one hand, unmarried middle-class women in the single-child generations are encouraged to
develop themselves as professional human capital through international education, molding themselves into independent,
cosmopolitan, career-oriented individuals. On the other, strong neotraditionalist state, social, and familial pressures of the
post-Mao era push them back toward marriage and family by age thirty. Martin examines these women’s motivations for
studying in Australia and traces their embodied and emotional experiences of urban life, social media worlds, work in lowskilled and professional jobs, romantic relationships, religion, Chinese patriotism, and changed self-understanding after
study abroad. Martin illustrates how emerging forms of gender, class, and mobility fundamentally transform the basis of
identity for a whole generation of Chinese women.
Arguments from the Margins
What God Starts, Never Ends
Momentum
Planetshakers Kids Toybox
Dreams of Flight
Planetshakers Kids Fear Factory
The Journey of a Lifetime

If your life were a dish, how would it taste? Would it be sweet with flavors of peace, joy, and
love, or would there be an aftertaste of envy or unforgiveness? Just as we can taste and see
that the Lord is good, how would God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit like the taste of our life? The
four lessons are: Follow the Recipe, the Flavor of God, the Two Tables, and Extend Your Palate.
PastorChef is a four-week curriculum designed for children ages 6 to 12. The 4-disc pack
includes Raw files and is presented in DVD, PowerPoint, and Hotkey format, featuring video
preaching, object lessons, memory verses, illusions, bonus features, music clips, animations,
training clips, notes, and quizzes. It teaches kids about the link between food and the Holy
Spirit.
The name of Jesus and his teachings captured peoples hearts and minds throughout much of
the world long before Christianity was legal. Long before armies and governments protected or
supported it, and then long after Emperor Constantines reign as many leaders misused it for
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their own gains or religious views. Christianity also survived brutal persecutions during many
centuries, including the present. Its growth seems inexplicable. While there are innumerable
possible explanations for this, in the final analysis there are relatively few viable answers. One
leading contender is that there really is something to the mystical power of the Holy Spirit,
and the life-changing message of Jesus recorded in the New Testament. Another is, at the least
billions of people have held passionate beliefs in Jesuss miraculous powers over life and death,
and his eternal promises. The Pew Research Centers recent work supports the claim that
Christianity is the only religion in the world with a major presence on every continent.
Inexplicable traces this remarkable spread of Jesuss followers, including many of the heroic
actions from those believing in his deity, and those horrific actions of those misusing his
teachings. The Gospels journey is ongoing, and its story remains an engaging one. From Coptic
monasteries and the Roman Colosseum to a small church in Franklin, Tennessee or mega
churches in Laos or Seoul, its a rich narrative. Whether standing in the Sistine Chapel, looking
at a Nestorian stone in China, or a Christian school in Kigali, this narrative continues and here
we provide its historic context.
Why are Australians anxious and pessimistic? Who or what has caused our loss of trust in
Australia? Why has a feeling of powerlessness crept in for so many? Has the luck really run out
for the lucky country? And what can we do to get it back? Every generation believes its
forebears have messed up the planet. That's how we evolve. But the mood in Australia at the
moment, for all ages, seems one of gloom. People are angry. Distrustful. And not just because
we are losing Prime Ministers faster than we are losing wickets! Sport, business, education,
banking, farming, religion, trade unions, charities and hospitals have all lost their way through
a series of scandals that we must learn from. And disillusion with our leaders is at its peak.
Policy has been replaced by politicking. Commentator, author and former newspaper editor
David Fagan asks the questions we all want answered as he traces the not-so-gentle decline of
important Australian institutions. Through analysis and interviews with experts he explores
what has defined Australia in the past and how we want to be defined in the future. Peeling
back the rot that has contaminated almost everything Australians believe in, he asks: are we
still the economically, socially and culturally strong country that most aspire to? Should we be
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alarmed? Or has the laconic Australian drifted from believing 'she'll be right' to being a
'bloody knocker'? Has the Luck Run Out? shines a spotlight on the mistakes we have made, our
national disillusion and looks to what can be done to re-set the mood of the times. And, more
importantly, what we have to do to set things right.
Passionate and compelling, Greg Sheridan, bestselling author of God is Good For You,
examines the role of Christianity in our modern world. 'Vividly written, compellingly argued,
[Christians] will captivate believers and non-believers alike ... Jesus jumps from the pages of
this book.' Richard Glover, ABC broadcaster 'You feel like you have met Jesus. I wholeheartedly
endorse this book as a must read.' Russell Evans, Senior Pastor, Planetshakers International
Church 'Greg Sheridan cuts through the thicket of scholars and skeptics to reclaim the New
Testament and return us to the Word, as it was in the beginning.' Chris Uhlmann, political
editor and columnist 'I love reading what Greg Sheridan has to say about faith. He is
consistently interesting and challenging.' Nicky Gumbel, pioneer of the Alpha course on
Christianity From the historical Jesus and his disciples through to the present day, Greg
Sheridan has written an impassioned, informed and utterly compelling case for the truth and
importance of Christianity in our lives. He presents a strong argument for the historical
reliability of the New Testament, meets the living Jesus there, explores the extraordinary
personality of Paul, celebrates Mary's activism and examines the magnificent richness of John.
Filled with insights, intelligence, warmth and humour, Greg also introduces us to a range of
fascinating Christians today, among them political leaders, and young activists offering the
radical Christian interpretation of love to their generation. His book explores the journey of
those who have been guided by faith, such as Gemma Sisia, whose school in Tanzania has
transformed the lives of thousands of children, and the dynamic Chinese Christians pursuing
their beliefs under harsh restrictions. He examines where Jesus can be found in popular
culture and talks to Christian leaders - Pentecostal, Catholic, Evangelical and others - in
Australia, the US and Britain. At a time when the chasm of understanding between secularism
and faith has never seemed wider, Christians is timely, relevant and convincing. 'At the heart
of the Christian story is the truth about the life of Jesus ... Greg Sheridan's book is a good read
about Good News.' Peter Comensoli, Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne 'If there is ever going
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to be a Renaissance of Christian belief to save us from the dreariness of much secular
humanism, it will come from a book like Christians. I will be buying it and giving it away to
believers and sceptics alike.' John Dickson, author and historian
Australian Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements
The Lives of Chinese Women Students in the West
Glorifying God in a Diverse World
How a Life of Prayer Grows Unshakable Faith
The Truman Parable
Finding God's Peace in Every Day Circumstance
Wow Worship Red Songbook
One of the most valuable things that we can teach our kids is how to respond to temptation.
No! 2 Temptation teaches kids how to say no to temptation when what they really want to say
is yes. The four lessons teach the 4 R's: Recognize it, Resist it, Run from it, and Repeat it. No!
2 Temptation is a four-week curriculum designed for children ages 6 to 12. The 4-disc pack
includes Raw files and is presented in DVD, PowerPoint, and Hotkey format, featuring video
preaching, object lessons, memory verses, illusions, bonus features, music clips, animations,
training clips, notes, and quizzes. It will help to equip children to understand what temptation
is and how they can overcome it.
The-five volume Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions series is governed by a
motif of migration ('out-of-England'). It first traces organized church traditions that arose in
Britain and Ireland as Dissenters distanced themselves from a state church defined by
diocesan episcopacy, the Book of Common Prayer, the Thirty-Nine Articles, and Royal
Supremacy, but then follows those traditions as they spread beyond Britain and Ireland—and
also analyses newer traditions that emerged downstream in other parts of the world from
earlier forms of Dissent. Secondly, it does the same for the doctrines, church practices,
stances toward state and society, attitudes toward Scripture, and characteristic patterns of
organization that also originated in earlier British and Irish dissent, but that have often
defined a trajectory of influence independent of ecclesiastical organizations. The Oxford
History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions, Volume V follows the spatial, cultural, and
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intellectual changes in dissenting identity and practice in the twentieth century, as these
once European traditions globalized. While in Europe dissent was often against the religious
state, dissent in a globalizing world could redefine itself against colonialism or other secular
and religious monopolies. The contributors trace the encounters of dissenting Protestant
traditions with modernity and globalization; changing imperial politics; challenges to biblical,
denominational, and pastoral authority; local cultures and languages; and some of the
century's major themes, such as race and gender, new technologies, and organizational
change. In so doing, they identify a vast array of local and globalizing illustrations which will
enliven conversations about the role of religion, and in particular Christianity.
This journal is about choosing positive thoughts and maintaining a level of expectation that
leads to the body’s own stimulation of chemicals. This enables you to think the thoughts that
allow you to become what you are ordained to be. Science has established that it takes 63
days for there to be a change leading you in becoming a BETTER YOU! During these 63 days (9
weeks/2 months) you will receive weekly motivations and themes and daily scripture. You will
record your positive thoughts/dreams, speak to your situation and invest in yourself daily.
Your thoughts are unique to you. With each positive thought anticipate a better you. Believe
life favors you because God takes pleasure in blessing you.
It is the heart of God for Revivals and Movements to continue from generation to generation. Momentum confronts some of the issues that have hindered personal and corporate Revivals
from continuing. The authors share their own perspectives and experiences that they have
seen in their own lives on this topic. Every believer has access to live in a momentum that was
initiated from the beginning of time. So let’s embrace our inheritance and step into the
momentum of the Kingdom!
Notes for the Next Generation of Planetshakers
Planetshakers Kids
The Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions, Volume V
The Digital Evangelicals
Eternity
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Our Father's House
In Australian Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements: Arguments from the Margins Rocha,
Hutchinson and Openshaw argue that Australia has made and still makes important
contributions to the ways in which Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianities have
developed worldwide.
Honor affects every part of your life—your family, your job, your finances and your
church life. God has a great deal more for us than the narrow slice of life so many of us
experience. He wants you to operate in your gifts and abilities, but honor is the key
that releases these things in your life. Honor is the foundation of the kingdom of God,
and it unlocks the possibilities of heaven. Original.
Asia Pacific Pentecostalism, edited by Denise A. Austin, Jacqueline Grey, and Paul W.
Lewis, yields previously untold stories and interdisciplinary analysis of pioneer
foundations, denominational growth, leadership training, contextualisation, and community
development across East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Oceania.
With the fast pace of our culture today, people struggle more than ever developing a
daily relationship with God. And, often, those who do have a daily time with God may find
themselves doing it out of duty rather than a personal relationship with Him. Pursue God
helps readers develop an authentic daily relationship where they are inspired to pursue
God. First, by discussing “Why” to pursue God, and secondly “How” to effectively pursue
Him.
Christianity To Go
Planetshakers Kids No! 2 Temptation
The Master Healer
Just Pray
Maintain Your High
Living, Loving and Serving in the First Class Church
The Twentieth Century: Themes and Variations in a Global Context
Bright-colored activity book attracts the attention of children and helps them learn more about Jesus and
salvation. A charming cast of kid cartoon characters leap across the pages. Kids will love the puzzles, word
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searches, coloring options, and other fun activities. Distribute this learning tool to your church s regular
attendees of children s church or Sunday school and don t forget visitors! Some churches will want to
order extras for distribution to visitors at Christmas, Easter, or community outreach events."
The Next Worship
Planetshakers Kids the Red Book
Think Like a King
Asia Pacific Pentecostalism
Religion and Change in Australia
The Honor Key
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